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NCP INDUSTRY NEWS

Nearly 50 Peterbilt customers showed their pride 
and showcased their ride by circling the City of 
Denton’s Downtown Square before hundreds who 
gathered to take in the spectacle during the first 
Peterbilt Pride & Class Parade. Peterbilt Motors 
Company has their heavy-duty truck manufacturing 
facility and is headquartered in Denton, Texas. 
 
Trucks ranging from a 1948 Model 350 to current 
production Model 579s and Model 567s – and 
many models manufactured in-between – were in 
Denton for Peterbilt’s annual employee and family 
open house. The trucks and their owners came from 
throughout the U.S. and Canada. 
 
The Pride & Class Parade raised nearly $1,000 from 
donations made during the event for the United 
Way of Denton County. United Way of Denton Coun-
ty President and CEO Gary Henderson is the parade’s 
Grand Marshall. 
 
www.peterbilt.com    •

The First Ever Peterbilt Pride & Class Parade Held 
in Denton, TX

Takeuchi-US, a global innovation leader in compact 
equipment, has awarded Jimi Martin of Perimeter 
Takeuchi and Cobb County Tractor Co. (CCT) as the 
top sales person of the year and dealer of the year 
for their successful sales efforts in 2015.
 
The award marks the third consecutive year that 
Martin was recognized with the accolade after 
ranking No. 1 again in retail sales for North America. 
It also marks two of the last three years that CCT has 
received the award.
 
CCT achieved the top performance nationally in 
machine sales and market share. Steve DePriest, 
regional business manager at Takeuchi, and Kim 
Robinson, director of sales for Takeuchi, were on 
hand to present them with the awards.   
 
CCT resides in Marietta, Georgia, while Perimeter 
Takeuchi, a division of CCT, is nearby in Buford, 
Georgia. CCT sells industrial and agricultural equip-
ment. Perimeter Takeuchi serves the construction 
and landscaping industries, as well as offer parts and 
service. 
 
www.takeuchi-us.com    •

Jimi Martin of Takeuchi & Cobb 
Tractor Co. Awarded Top Sales 
Person of the Year

Hino Trucks announces the first seven dealerships to reach “Certified Ultimate” 
status in a new dealership excellence initiative. Designed to raise the bar for an 
overall dealership experience, the Certified Ultimate program rounds-out Hino’s 
Ultimate Ownership Experience positioning with new standards for Parts, Sales 
and Service departments that increases speed, aids communication and provides 
for higher levels of technical certification.  

Hino Trucks has initiated an extensive process for qualifying dealers as Certified 
Ultimate with seven thus far reaching this prestigious achievement.  These dealers 
are exceeding exceptional performance goals and are fulfilling stringent customer 
total support requirements in the areas of Facilities, Business Processes and 
Personnel Training. 
 
www.hino.com    •

Hino Trucks Announces First Seven “Certified 
Ultimate” Dealerships
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VMAC is pleased to announce Stuart Coker 
has accepted the position of Director of Op-
erations. Responsible for providing leadership 
and management of VMAC’s production, exe-
cution and planning of manufacturing opera-
tions, the Director of Operations position will 
empower Stuart to play a vital role in VMAC’s 
journey for continuous improvement.
 
Stuart began his career at VMAC almost 20 
years ago, and has worked in various quality 
and engineering roles. Early in his tenure at 
VMAC, Stuart led a team of engineers on a 
project for Lincoln Electric to develop the Air 
Vantage 500 which combined the functions 
of a Welder, Generator and Air Compressor. 
Prior to this most recent promotion Stuart 
gained valuable experience in other positions 
including Quality Engineer and Quality & Engineering Manager. Most recently, as 
the Director of Operational Excellence, he focused on optimizing organizational 
efficiency while fostering a positive work environment and maintaining lean 
methodology.
 
“Stuart’s dedication and ongoing commitment to VMAC for the past 17 years is 
exemplary”, says Jim Hogan, President of VMAC. “We couldn’t be happier that he 
has accepted this role.”
 
“I’m honoured to be given this opportunity, and I look forward to helping VMAC 
continue to grow and develop with our customers”, says Stuart. “We’re just begin-
ning our lean journey, and there’s lots of opportunity to refine our manufacturing 
operations even further. Continuing to offer a world-class product to our custom-
ers is our number one priority.”

www.vmacair.com    •

NCP INDUSTRY NEWS

Stuart Coker Appointed VMAC Director of 
Operations

Derek Dilks Announced Director of Special 
Projects

Mowery, an industry-lead-
ing construction company 
based in Mechanicsburg, 
Pennsylvania is pleased 
to announce the addition 
of Derek Dilks of Camp 
Hill, Pennsylvania to their 
growing team. In his 
new role, Dilks will serve 
as Mowery’s director 
of special projects. His 
primary responsibility 
will be to oversee and 
continue to grow the 
company’s smaller, 
short-duration projects 
and tenant fit-out services 
which prepare the interior 
spaces of a new building 
for occupation.
 
“Derek’s track record 
of developing special 
projects that are smaller 
on scale at very compet-
itive prices make him 
uniquely qualified for this 
position,” said Dave Cross, 
president and COO of 
Mowery. “Our team is proud to bring big contractor expertise to smaller projects, 
with faster turnaround and less cost. With Derek’s leadership, we’re looking for-
ward to continued growth in this specialty.”
  
www.rsmowery.com    •
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Advantage Funding Corporation is a financial institution that 
provides factoring services for the growth and success of 
business owners especially in the Construction Industry. With 
over 50 years of successful service, AFC has gained a reputation 
in the factoring community as the business to trust for your 
financial success.  Factoring provides your company with the 
necessary capital for the function of your business. It is a finan-
cial tool that allows your invoices to get paid fast. Factoring is 
not a business loan. 

How does it work?

Sell your invoices to us, one or as many as you like at a discount 
rate that you can live with. AFC waits for your clients to pay 
them, while you get instant use of the funds.  Before you decide 
to work with a factoring company, notify your clients. Once you 
turn in your invoices to AFC, the application process will begin 
and it will only take 24 hours. It’s that quick.

“Since 1975 we have helped 1000’s of businesses raise funds 
against the value of outstanding invoices to dramatically improve 
cash flow, meet payroll, supplies and even grow their business. 
Invoice finance is often key to delivering high growth and backing 
innovation, but securing it can be a difficult challenge. Invoice 
finance is a cost-effective alternative to overdrafts or bank loans, 
and there is often no need for extra security before the money is 
advanced. In many cases factoring has avoided bankruptcy for 
businesses.” 

For more information, call Jeff Farkas, President and CEO.

 
800-241-2274 or email:  info@advantagefunding.com

 
www.advantagefunding.com

NCP COMPANY PROFILE

Advantage Funding Corporation
Factoring is the cash you need today for tomorrow’s growth.
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ASV Offers RT-30 Compact 
Track Loader for Versatility 

in Tight Areas
ASV LLC, an industry-leading manufacturer of all-pur-
pose and all-season compact track loaders and skidsteers, 
offers the Posi-Track RT-30 compact track loader as a 
heavy-duty commercial machine in a small package. The 
radial lift loader is the industry’s smallest sit-on model 
yet features the same productivity-enhancing qualities as 
larger ASV machines. This includes highly efficient hy-
draulics and cooling systems as well as best-in-class low 
ground pressure. In addition, the RT-30 provides a safer, 
more productive alternative to walk-behind and sit-on mini 
skidsteer loaders. The ASV unit’s small size makes it ideal 
for contractors, rental centers and homeowners looking for 
a commercial-quality, compact machine for work in tight 
spaces for applications such as landscaping, snow removal 
and construction.
 
ASV featured the RT-30 during CONEXPO-CON/AGG 2017 
and at The Rental Show.
 
“This is not an entry-level machine. 

We designed it to our stan-
dards of maximum perfor-
mance with no compromises,” 
said Jim DiBiagio, ASV general 
manager. “We built the RT-30 
as a tough piece of equipment 
that’s ready to be used every 
day, all day. This unit pro-
vides contractors and rental 
centers an addition to their 
fleet for work that requires 
small size but serious qual-
ity.”
 

The 3,600-pound RT-30 is 48 inches wide and has an 8.4-
foot lift height. Its compact size and 10 inches of ground 
clearance minimize risk of property damage or damage to 
the machine while working in hard-to-reach areas, whether 
clearing snow on sidewalks and through alleys or while 
completing landscaping or construction work in high-den-
sity housing areas.
 
The machine’s size also optimizes it for the rental market 
as the compact track loader is easy to transport on a trailer 
pulled by a pick-up truck. It is simple to operate, making 

rental customer training easy, including homeowners who 
can use it in backyards and eliminate manual labor. In ad-
dition, the RT-30 features easy serviceability as a result of 
a single-door system that allows fast access to the engine, 
filters and other daily checkpoints. This means faster rental 
turnaround and less downtime for contractors.
 
The RT-30 offers a safe alternative to similarly sized 
walk-behind and stand-on skidsteer loaders. The ASV unit’s 
cab provides rollover protection and protects the operator 
from outside elements. The cab’s seat also eliminates the 
fatigue that comes from standing. In addition, the com-
pact track loader also features more ground clearance and 
lower ground pressure than similarly sized machines on 
the market.
 
The RT-30’s industrial diesel engine provides more torque 
than smaller gas or diesel engines common in mini skid-
steer loaders.
 
“The RT-30 is safer, less tiresome and more productive 
than mini skidsteer loaders,” said Bill Wake, ASV director of 
product development. “The unit features all of these ben-
efits while being similarly priced to premium walk-behind 
and stand-on options.”
 
ASV builds the RT-30 from the ground up. The innovative 
undercarriage features ASV’s patented Posi-Track rubber 
track suspension. The single-level suspension is made 
up of two independent torsion axles per undercarriage, 
allowing for a smooth ride over every type of terrain at 
speeds as fast as 5.7 mph. In addition, the multiple wheel 
contact points and central drive lug virtually eliminate 
track derailment and facilitate maximum performance on 
steep slopes. The RT-30 comes standard with 11-inch-wide 
tracks, resulting in the industry’s lowest compact track 
loader ground pressure of only 3 psi. This means minimal 
risk of damage on delicate surfaces such as turf and allows 
for extra flotation and traction over surfaces such as ice, 
mud, snow and brush.
 
The RT-30 features an open-rail and drive-sprocket design, 
resulting in longer sprocket and bogie life along with easier 
and faster undercarriage cleaning than with competitive 
steel-embedded undercarriages. ASV manufactures rollers 
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with mechanical face seals that don’t require maintenance 
for the life of the machine. The tracks are produced using 
a single-cure process, eliminating cure-point weaknesses 
that can lead to premature breakage. In addition, the tracks 
are strengthened with embedded co-polymer cords. This 
allows for a 1,500- to 2,000-hour track life — 30 percent 
more than steel-embedded track units. ASV backs the track 
life with an industry-leading two-year, 1,500-hour track 
warranty.
 
The RT-30 features a 32.7-horsepower Perkins 1.5-liter 
diesel engine that produces 64.39 foot-pounds of torque. 
Planetary drive motors transfer the torque to the patented 

internal-drive sprockets. Internal 
rollers prevent friction loss in the 
undercarriage, resulting in all pow-
er being transferred to the track 
regardless of drive speed.
 
ASV built the RT-30’s auxilia-
ry hydraulic system to operate 
efficiently with a 10 gpm pump ca-
pacity and 3,000 psi. The machine 
includes large line sizes, hydraulic 
coolers and direct-drive pumps 
— rather than belt-driven pumps 
— transferring more flow and 
pressure directly to the attachment 
and preventing power loss.
 
The RT-30 features a rated oper-
ating capacity of 665 pounds and 
a tipping load of 1,900 pounds. 
Standard joystick controls make 
operation easy and intuitive. Op-
erators can choose from a full line 
of attachments built for the RT-30 
and its quick-attach plate, such 
as buckets, snow blades, snow 
blowers, augers, trenchers and 
pallet forks. In addition, buyers 
can fit the unit with an adaptor 
plate to accept standard skidsteer 
attachments. An optional turf track 
allows for operation on highly 
manicured surfaces, such as golf 
course greens, with minimal risk of 
damage.
 
Interested in seeing the equipment 
for yourself? Visit a dealer near 
you.

For more information on the RT-30 
and available options, visit ASV 
LLC’s websites:  

www.asvllc.com or 
www.positrack.com    •
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Atlas Copco Construction Equipment’s XATS 900E electric portable air compressor 
features four preset flow and pressure selections to give contractors versatility and rental 
centers greater flexibility in their fleet offering for improved ROI.

Atlas Copco displayed the compressor Sept. 26-28 at booth 2121-N during MINExpo 
International.

The compressor features a high-efficiency 160-kilowatt WEG 22 motor. Despite the 
industry-wide focus on Tier 4 Final regulations, the XATS 900E’s electric motor exempts 
it from emission regulations, so it’s usable in any state, province or territory. In addition, 
the electric motor gives contractors a cost-effective alternative to traditional diesel-fueled 
air compressors because electricity prices are less volatile than fuel costs. The XATS 900E 
operates at a very quiet 73 decibels — about the same as a vacuum cleaner — which 
allows contractors to work in noise-sensitive areas, such as near hospitals or schools.

Atlas Copco designed the XATS 900E for dependable operation and high-quality results. 
For example, its Star-Delta starter reduces the starting current protecting the compressor, 
and has no limits on number of starts. The compressor comes standard equipped with an 
aftercooler and water separator with fine filters to reduce moisture as well as oil car-
ry-over in the output air, and by-pass should non-filtered air be desired.

The XATS 900E features an easy-to-use digital interface, main breaker, sequence phase 
relay and external emergency stop button for simple controlling and monitoring of the 
unit. Operators can use the compressor’s digital interface to set the air flow to one of the 
four preset flow and pressure ratings, which range from 879 to 906 cubic feet per minute 
at 100 to 150 psi discharge pressure. This essentially gives users four units in one, which 
allows rental companies to serve a wide range of customers with one machine, resulting 
in greater ROI. 

Atlas Copco also designed the XATS 900E to be compact and robust. The compressor 
features a heavy-duty, galvaneel steel frame and enclosure, and with a footprint of just 
44 square feet, it’s easy to place at tight jobsites, such as a pit, factory or warehouse. 
The compressor’s small, durable structure also allows users to stack two high and fit as 
many as nine units on a 53-foot trailer. This gives contractors and equipment managers 
a cost-effective option for transporting equipment. Additionally, operators can use it on 
nearly any type of surface because its frame does not require a concrete base. Atlas Copco 
also offers an optional dual-axle trailer for towing.

The XATS 900E’s large doors provide full access to all maintenance and service points, 
all of which are on one side of the unit, to minimize servicing time. The unit also has a 
heavy-duty air filter that features a safety cartridge, which protects it from the elements 
to ensure reliability in any environment. Its 100 percent spillage-free frame will contain 
all of the compressor’s fluids — diesel, both engine & compressor oils and engine coolant 
— if a leak occurs. This gives contractors peace of mind on environmentally sensitive 
projects.

Rental centers and contractors can move the unit with a crane and the compressor’s 
lifting bale or with a forklift and its frame-incorporated forklift slots. 

www.atlascopco.us    •

Atlas Copco Showcases XATS 
900E Electric Compressor at 
MINExpo International®
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Felling Trailers, Inc.’s Engineering Team has been working diligently on an advanced design for the I Series model line. Officially 
released on February 7th, 2017, this leading-edge design incorporates additional standard features, structural strength, and ease of 
operator use. Along with this, the production processes of the I Series have become more streamlined, increasing efficiencies and 
reducing production time.  

Advanced Standard Specifications:
• Hitch Plate – The design of the hitch plate area has been simplified to reduce the number of welds needed in production, which 

adds integrity and strength in final construction.
• Tailboard – The tailboard incorporates a (4) four tail light LED system, and the structure of the tailboard delivers ideal place-

ment of the light system along with safeguarding it from damage when loading/unloading equipment. The new tailboard 
design also offers a level transition onto rear deck boards when loading and extends the deck life. 

• Ramps – An additional (2) two inches has been added to the ramp width, providing an 18” center gap between ramps.
• Tongue Area - Maintains space and capacity to accommodate a range of toolbox sizes.

Advanced Design I Series

Felling Trailers, Inc. is set to implement a new Lifetime Limited Warranty on its trailers, effective March 1st, 2017. The new war-
ranty will apply to all new trailers built on or after the effective date in lieu of its previous offering of a 5-year Structural Warranty. 
Felling Trailers has been providing innovative solutions to the transportation industry for over 40-years and has become known 
as a manufacturer of quality trailers.  Along with a quality product, Felling Trailers wanted to be sure to put its customers’ needs 
and expectations at the forefront and offer an industry best warranty. “At Felling Trailers, Inc. our goal is to meet and exceed our 
customers’ expectations. Our Lifetime Limited Warranty vastly surpasses anything else in the marketplace.” said Pat Jennissen, VP 
of Sales & Marketing for Felling Trailers, Inc.

For more detailed information pertaining to Felling Trailers’ Lifetime Limited Warranty visit: 
www.felling.com/partsserver/warranty/    •

Lifetime Warranty

Felling Trailers, Inc.’s Revamps Pan Series Trailers
Felling Trailers, Inc. is proud to announce some enhancements to its Pan Series model line of trailers. The Pan Series trailers have 
always been known for offering one of the lowest load angles for a ramp trailer in the industry. In Felling’s continuing effort to offer 
more value to our customers we have made the following features standard on the entire product line.  

• Increasing the ramp width from 14” to 16”.
• Standard dual tail lights
• Standard with EZ Lube Hubs



Felling Trailers, Inc. has recently partnered with The SmartEquip Network to better serve their dealers and fleet owners’ parts 
and service needs. The new partnership will provide Felling the ability to connect their dealers and fleet owners with real-time 
access to parts and service information and assist in growth and profitability.  Felling foresees using the Network to decrease their 
customers’ cost of owning and operating their transport equipment, while improving the quality of dealer and end user support, 
at reduced costs. Initially, Felling will be offering more of the common replacement parts for their smaller drop deck, drop deck 
tilt, and hydraulic dump trailers, that their rental customers currently have in service. As they continue forward with SmartEquip, 
Felling plans to expand their parts offerings for the common replacement parts on their larger model trailer lines.
“SmartEquip is very pleased to have Felling Trailers as a partner on our Network.  We look forward to helping them grow their 
business with the fleets that utilize our support Network to drive ship and procurement efficiency.” Ron Piccolo, Executive Vice 
President, Sales and Marketing. 

About SmartEquip
SmartEquip is the leading global standard for online parts support.  The SmartEquip network connects fleet owners to manufac-
turers and their dealers with real-time access to critical parts and service information. It helps fleet owners generate more profit 
from their equipment by automating and accelerating the service workflow, increasing asset availability and revenue. The network 
streamlines the service process, eliminates order errors, improves technician wrench time and greatly reduces equipment down-
time. SmartEquip currently supports more than 250 OEM brands, with over 40,000 users across more than 4,000 locations across 
North America and Europe. SmartEquip recently surpassed $1.4 billion in transactions and is staffed by veterans of the construction 
and software industry. SmartEquip drives the fleet performance that grows profitability. SmartEquip. “Be Ready”.

Felling Trailers Partners with SmartEquip
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JackJaw® extractors make an easy task 
of pulling concrete form pins, stakes, 
T fence posts, string line stakes, utility 
ground rods, sign posts tent stakes, and 
more.  With a single pump of the handle, 
most stakes will break loose. 

The patented jaw and lever mecha-
nism pulls stakes straight up out of the 
ground without bending them, keeping 
expensive stakes straight for hundreds 
of repeated uses.  Pulling straight up 
is easier, because it eliminates side 
loading and reduces strain on the 

operator’s back.  Unlike other pullers, 
JackJaw® extractors will pull stakes on 
curves and soft ground.

JackJaw® pullers are available in three 
sizes and over forty models.  The 
pullers provide massive pulling power 
will minimal effort.  Our construction 
models (JJ0100 and JJ0200) generates 
1050 lbs of gripping force and a 450 
lb. upward breakout force on the stake 
with a 50 lb. push on the handle.  The 
300 series for ground rod and sign 
post removal has a 16:1 mechanical 
advantage.  A 100lb push on the handle 
generates a 1600 lb. upward force.  And 
our super puller, 500 series, generates 
a massive 2800 lb. upward force on the 
post with a 100 lb. push on the handle.

JackJaw® extractors are made from 
heavy gauge steel plate and tubing to 
withstand every day jobsite use.  USA 
MFG (except JJ0203) 
 
www.jackjaw.com    •

JackJaw® is the stake and post extractor that works!
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Express Blower, Inc. is the 
world’s leading manufacturer and 
distributor of large pneumatic blowing 
equipment. Invented more than 60 years ago 
and refined through practical experience and in-
novation, Express Blower owners provide material 
delivery and installation to the erosion control, green roof, 
construction, landscape and agricultural industries. It is the 
only blower equipment designed and built to efficiently apply 
soil blends, mulches, compost, and aggregate, thereby saving 
time, labor, and money.

NCP COMPANY PROFILE





Empire Level Introduces  
Industry’s First Auto- 

Calibrated Digital Level
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Empire Level delivers a game-changing solution for layout applications 
with the new e105 Series True Blue® Digital Box Levels. Built from the 
ground-up to provide inspector grade high-precision accuracy, the new 
levels are the first auto-calibrated digital levels on the market. 

“Whether the user is double checking that an angle is within code before 
an inspection, or using the audible indication for hands-free operation, a 
digital level is in almost every professional’s arsenal of tools because of 
their incredible versatility and accuracy,” said Rick Gray, Sr. VP and GM 
for Empire Level. “With inspector grade features such as an IP65 Rating, 
multiple measuring display options, inspect mode and the industry’s first 
auto-calibrated set-up, these new digital levels represent the very best in 
high-performing layout solutions from Empire, wearing the True Blue® 
badge of honor.”
 
Ready to measure accurately when powered on, the new e105 Series’ 
auto-calibrated feature will allow users to get a clear and precise digital 
readout immediately. Empire’s auto-calibrated functionally helps to guar-
antee accuracy and efficiency as existing digital level solutions require a 
manual calibration, which is both a complicated and counter-productive 
process that can include a large margin of error if not completed properly.



Empire Level Introduces  
Industry’s First Auto- 

Calibrated Digital Level

In addition, with seven measuring display modes, the new Digi-
tal Levels provide professionals the compatibility to make preci-
sion mode measurements in degree-tenths, degree-hundredths, 
mm/M or percentage, or the option to take rough-in mode 
measurements in degrees, in/ft. fractions or in/ft. decimals. For 
even further versatility, inspect mode allows for repeat inspec-
tion-grade measurements; an option that is ideal for code-spe-
cific applications such as ADA ramps or entrances.
Available in magnetic and non-magnetic, all of the new Digital 
Levels also feature an audio indicator that outputs a continuous 
tone when in level, dual backlit displays, and a hold function 
that allows the user to lock measurements in position for 
verification.  For added utility, each also includes an overhead 
inverted display, top read digital display, surface grippers, and a 
tilt indicator.
 
Backed by a limited lifetime warranty on the frame and vials, 
the new levels are built for the jobsite with an IP65 rating for 
water and dust protection, shock absorbing removable endcaps, 
precision milled edges, and solid block acrylic e-Band™ vials.

The new e105 Series True Blue® Digital Levels are a true 
testament to Empire’s continued focus on developing advanced 
products for layout and measurement applications that offer 
trusted accuracy from project planning through project finish. 
For additional information, visit http://www.empirelevel.com/
digital-levels.php.
 
Non-Magnetic Digital Levels
16” True Blue® Digital Box Level (e105.16)- $99
24” True Blue® Digital Box Level w/ Case (e105.24)- $119
48” True Blue® Digital Box Level w/ Case (e105.48)-$159
72” True Blue® Digital Box Level w/ Case (e105.72)- $199
 
Magnetic Digital Levels
24” True Blue® Magnetic Digital Box Level w/ Case 
(em105.24)- $129
48” True Blue® Magnetic Digital Box Level w/ Case 
(em105.48)- $169
 
www.empirelevel.com    •
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NCP BUYERS GUIDE

Access Construction Equipment
1980 Parker Ct. Ste D
Stone Mountain, GA 30087
648-344-1165
www.accessconstructionequipment.com

Felling Trailers, Inc.
1525 Main Street South
Sauk Centre, MN 56378
1-800-245-2809
www.felling.com

EZ Spot UR
5932 53rd Avenue S. Suite B
Fargo, ND 58104
877-433-5733
www.ezspotur.com

Jeffrey Machine 
3841 Industrial Drive
Birmingham, AL 35217
205-841-8600
www.jeffreymachine.com

Clearspan
1395 John Fitch Blvd.
South Windsor, CT 06074
866-643-1010
www.clearspan.com

Stephens Manufacturing 
711 W. 4th St.
Tompkinsville, KY 42167
270-487-6774
www.stephensmfg.com

Express Blower
1275 Bailey Hill Road
Eugene, OR 97402
800-285-7227
www.expressblower.com

Stoltz Mfg. 
121 Morgan Way
Morgantown, PA 19543
610-286-5146
www.stoltzmfg.com

Roof Hugger
142 Whitaker Rd. 
Lutz, FL 33549
813-909-4424
www.roofhugger.com

Pioneer Bridges 
119 40th Street
Fort Payne, AL 35967
256-304-0004
www.pioneerbridges.com

Dee Concrete
7350 W. Montrose Ave. 
Northridge, IL 60706
800-245-1333
www.deeconcrete.com

Advantage Funding 
3 Dakota Drive Suite 210
Lake Success, NY 11042
888-246-4091
www.advantagefunding.com

Bitco Insurance Companies 
3700 Market Square
Davenport, IA 52807
800-475-4477
www.bitco.com

GPS Insight 
7201 E. Henkel Way
Scottsdale, AZ 85255
480-663-9454
www.gpsinsight.com

Oztec 
65 Channel Drive
Port Washington, NY 11050
516-883-8857
www.oztec.com

Antraquip
758 Bowman Ave.
Hagerstown, MD 21740
301-665-1165
www.antraquip.net

Construction Accessories 
3880 Haines Rd. 
Waynesville, OH 45068
937-429-9089
www.constructionaccessories.com

Leon Mfg. 
135 York Rd. E. 
Yorkton, SK Canada 53N 3Z4
306-786-2600
www.leonsmfg.com

Schweiss Doors
72121 470th St. 
Hector, MN 55342
507-426-8273
www.bifold.com
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800-358-767                www.bucrope.com

The 880D supersedes the highly successful Tigercat 880 -- a heavy 
duty, purpose-built forestry carrier that can be configured for 
loading, shovel logging or processing.

The 880 stands out against converted excavators with higher 
horsepower, more robust construction and superior productivity.

The first Tigercat 880D logger was a part of Tigercat’s live 
demonstration at DEMO 2016. The D-series has been upgraded 
to the Tigercat FPT N67 engine outputting 230 kW (308 hp) at 
2,000 rpm. The engine is available in Tier 2 and Tier 4f configura-
tions. Both deliver excellent fuel economy in a simple and reliable 
package.

The swing bearing diameter has increased from 1 370 mm (54 in) 
to 1 565 mm (62 in). The larger bearing provides increased capac-
ity and swing torque. The twin swing drive system reduces gear 
tooth loads. A massive single-piece, forged pedestal strengthens 
the undercarriage and improves durability.

The 880D logger now shares the modular main hydraulic 
valve with all other Tigercat 800 series carriers for improved parts 
commonality. With the ability to easily swap out a valve section, 
the modular design simplifies maintenance.

www.tigercat.com    •

880D Logger Debuts at DEMO 2016 

The new next-generation Honeywell Mill-
er Titan™ II harnesses and lanyards are 
an affordable fall protection solution for 
the general construction, manufacturing, 
and oil & gas (refinery) markets. The 
new Titan II harnesses offer enhanced 
adjustability and improved comfort with 
slip-resistant pads and rings; and lighter, 
strategically-placed padding for optimal 
airflow. They feature new ANSI Z359.11 
compliance and a maximum capacity of 
400 lbs (181.4 kg). All of the new harness-
es, and Titan II lanyards, feature Hi-Viz 
color for increased safety — and quick 
availability with in-stock items. 

www.millerfallprotection.com/
titan-fall-protection-products/ti-
tan-fall-protection/titan-ii-harness-
es-lanyards    •

The New Honeywell Miller Titan™ II  
Harnesses and Lanyards
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Mi-T-M Corporation Releases New 30-Gallon  
Diesel Air Compressor

NCP NEW PRODUCT NEWS

Mi-T-M Corporation announces the release of the new diesel 30-gallon 
air compressor. Built for optimum performance and productivity, the new 
diesel air compressor provides high capacity air flow required for most 
commercial, industrial, automotive and service body applications. 

The new two stage air compressor features a 9.1 HP Kohler KD420 diesel 
overhead valve engine with electric start and glow plugs for easy starting 
in cold temperatures. A powder coated ASME coded 30-gallon receiver 
tank is attached to a 3/16-inch base plate to help reduce vibration. The 
removable base plate offers 
flexible installation.   

With the extra air storage to 
operate multiple tools at once, 
the new 30-gallon air compres-
sor includes a splash lubricated 
compressor pump, large 
canister intake filter, regulator 
and two gauges for tank and 
outlet pressure and tank drain 
and ASME safety valves.  

Mi-T-M industrial air compres-
sors are designed to handle 
the most demanding industrial 
applications. 

www.mitm.com    •

Peterbilt is adding Bendix® Wingman® Advanced™ to its medium-duty 
Models 337 and 348, providing collision mitigation technology that im-
proves safety and integrates with the Bendix® ESP® full stability system.

Bendix Wingman Advanced gives drivers alerts to take evasive action and 
will actively engage braking if the system detects an imminent collision.

“The introduction of Bendix Wingman Advanced further establishes Pe-
terbilt as a safety leader,” said Scott Newhouse, Peterbilt Chief Engineer. 
“This collision mitigation technology will enhance safety for our custom-
ers operating medium-duty trucks, which are often used in congested 
urban areas or jobsites. It complements existing safety features, such 
as Bendix ESP, to help maintain vehicle stability during hard braking and 
assists the driver in operating safely with automation when needed.”

Bendix Wingman Advanced uses a radar-based sensor to help drivers 
keep safe following distances through adaptive cruise control and to 
detect stationary metallic objects regardless of darkness, fog, rain, smoke 
and snow.

When a potential hazard is detected, Bendix Wingman Advanced gives 
the operator an audible warning and displays the warning on an in-dash 
module that is also the driver interface with the system. 
          
www.peterbilt.com    •

Peterbilt Adds Bendix® Wingman® Advanced™ to  
Models 337 and 348

SKILSAW, the leader in wood-cutting saws for more than 90 years, an-
nounced today the world’s first fully integrated worm drive saw designed 
to score and cut concrete. Until now, users had to create their own tool 
workarounds to score concrete by modifying a worm drive saw with 
costly third party or homemade attachments, and the results were less 
than ideal. 
 
MEDUSAW™ is the first worm drive concrete saw that delivers a complete 
concrete cutting system with legendary SKILSAW worm drive power and 
durability. SKILSAW engineered this saw with an integrated wet/dry dust 
management system to control dust, allowing for cleaner cuts, and GFCI 
protection. Both features extend the life of the saw and protect the user.
  
MEDUSAW features a Cut-Ready™ adjustable plunge lock that allows 
users to quickly and accurately set and make consistent plunge cuts. The 
saw also has an integrated rolling foot plate with rubber wheels that help 
users move it smoothly across hard surfaces and rust-resistant brackets 
and fasteners to protect against corrosion. Finally, the tool includes a 
retractable front pointer that accurately guides the saw along the cut line 
and retracts for tight spaces.

www.skilsaw.com    •

SKILSAW Announces the World’s First Fully  
Integrated Worm Drive Saw 



Even small tools dropped from above are serious safety hazards. When 
working at heights, some of the most commonly used tools (i.e. pen 
knives, small screw drivers, scissors…) are often improperly secured 
and need to be tethered. The new line of Gear Keeper General Pur-
pose Retractors is a simple and convenient tethering solution that will 
safely secure a small tool while still having the benefit of extending and 
retracting the item as needed. Just pull it out, use it and let it go. It will 
automatically and safely retract back to its secure mounting. 

Offering a range of three retraction forces and four mounting options 
that solve virtually all small tool tethering needs, the new Gear Keeper 
family of general purpose retracting systems are the perfect solution for 
safely securing lightweight objects. These General Purpose Retractors 
are industrial strength devices with an extremely durable Spectra/Ny-
lon lanyard line and are available with a choice of retraction forces and 
mounting options. 

www.gearkeeper.com/guide    •

New Line of Gear Keeper General Purpose  
Retractors
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